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Abstract

How can we explain the observed behavior of aggregate inflation in response to e.g.
monetary policy changes? Mankiw and Reis (2002) have proposed sticky information
as an alternative to Calvo sticky prices in order to model the conventional view that i)
inflation reacts with delay and gradually to a monetary policy shock, ii) announced
and credible disinflations are contractionary and iii) inflation accelerates with vig-
orous economic activity. I use a fully-fledged DSGE model with sticky information
and compare it to Calvo sticky prices, allowing also for dynamic inflation indexation
as in Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005). I find that sticky information and
sticky prices with dynamic inflation indexation do equally well in my DSGE model
in delivering the conventional view.

Key words: sticky information, sticky prices, inflation indexation, DSGE

JEL Classification: E0, E3

1 Introduction
How can we explain the observed behavior of aggregate inflation in response to e.g.

monetary policy changes? An important determinant for the behavior of aggregate

inflation is the underlying price setting mechanism of firms. Are firms able to set

prices optimally in every instance of time? The recent literature believes they are

not, see e.g. Walsh (2003) and Woodford (2003). Rather, the decisions of firms which

prices to set on the markets are affected by frictions such as costs of acquiring, ab-

sorbing and processing information or by inabilities of changing prices. What are the

consequences of these frictions for the behavior of aggregate inflation in response to

e.g. changes in monetary policy? In particular, this paper focuses on the question

whether aggregate inflation behavior can be better explained by the price setting

behavior of firms that face imperfect information or by firms that face inabilities of

resetting prices. A substantial part of the literature attempts to explain the behavior

of aggregate inflation in response to monetary policy changes by short-run nominal

price rigidities. A leading framework has been provided by Calvo (1983) and used

e.g. by Woodford (1996), Yun (1996), Goodfriend and King (1997), Clarida, Gali,

and Gertler (1999), Gali (2003) and Woodford (2003). Mankiw and Reis (2002) have

proposed random information arrival and slow information diffusion as an alterna-
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tive paradigm. They argue that models based on sticky information can more easily

reproduce the following conventional views:

1. Inflation inertia: inflation reacts with delay and gradually to a shock in mone-

tary policy (see e.g. Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005)).

2. Announced and credible disinflations are contractionary (see Ball (1994)).

3. Acceleration phenomenon: the change in inflation is positively correlated with

output (see e.g. Abel and Bernanke (1998)).

However, Mankiw and Reis (2002) draw their conclusion based on a highly styl-

ized partial equilibrium model. Is that an appropriate description of an economy?

In the presence of information or price rigidities, output is typically demand de-

termined. Mankiw and Reis (2002) assume, however, that demand is exogenously

given. The question that arises is: what happens to their results if demand is en-

dogenously determined in an economy? Put differently, how important are general

equilibrium forces such as intertemporally optimized goods and money demand for

the price setting behavior of firms and hence for aggregate inflation in an economy?

One objective of the present paper is to answer this questions. To that end, I use a

fully-fledged dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) framework similar to

Woodford (2003). I believe that this is an interesting framework since it represents

a standard small-scale workhorse DSGE model for the analysis of e.g. monetary

policy. I integrate sticky information into this DSGE framework and compare the

results to those, when Calvo sticky prices are assumed instead. This modifies the

comparison envisioned by Mankiw and Reis (2002) in two important dimensions.

First, by employing a DSGE model, aggregate demand now arises from an intertem-

poral household maximization problem rather than from an exogenously assumed

static demand curve as in Mankiw and Reis (2002). Second, as a variation to stan-

dard Calvo sticky prices, I allow also for dynamic inflation indexation in the Calvo

sticky price model as it has been proposed in the recent literature, see Christiano,

Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) and Smets and Wouters (2003).
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Regarding the sticky information model my results confirm the finding by

Mankiw and Reis (2002): all three effects listed above can be replicated in my baseline

DSGE model as well. A sensitivity analysis reveals that my result is robust with re-

spect to parameter variations. However, general equilibrium features such as forward

looking households and interest elastic money demand are nevertheless important.

In particular, I find that e.g. inflation and the output gap in the sticky information

model react already in the announcement periods to an announced disinflation due

to consumption smoothing households and interest elastic money demand in general

equilibrium.1 Further, we show that a Calvo sticky price model without inflation in-

dexation can already match the conventional view that announced and credible dis-

inflations are contractionary due to the existence of interest elastic money demand

in general equilibrium in my baseline DSGE model.2 This result appears also to be

robust within my DSGE framework. Finally, we allow for dynamic inflation indexa-

tion in the Calvo sticky price model and show that in my baseline DSGE model this

works just as well as sticky information à la Mankiw and Reis (2002) in delivering all

three effects. Again, result appears also to be robust to variations in key structural

parameters of the model.

I conclude that sticky information as in Mankiw and Reis (2002) as well as sticky

prices with dynamic inflation indexation as in Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans

(2005) are perfectly capable of replicating the conventional wisdom with respect to

inflation inertia, announced disinflations and the acceleration phenomenon in the

DSGE model used in this paper. However, the source of e.g. inflation inertia in both

models is different. In the sticky information model, inflation inertia arise due to

slow information diffusion. In the sticky price model with dynamic inflation index-

ation, inflation inertia is hard-wired by assuming that non-optimizing firms index

prices to past inflation. Hence, these firms use a very limited outdated information

1Mankiw and Reis (2002) find in their partial equilibrium model that for sticky information there is
absolutely no reaction of inflation in response to the announcement and variables react only when policy
is implemented.

2Due to their partial equilibrium model, Mankiw and Reis (2002) find that announced and credible
disinflations are expansionary in the standard Calvo sticky price model.
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set. Thus, one might want to view information stickiness as providing a micro foun-

dation for the particular choice of dynamic inflation indexation in Calvo sticky price

models. Although both models perform equally well with respect to my measures,

I believe that sticky information might be better suited to explain the underlying

micro behavior of price setting firms.

The paper is organized as follows. Section two lays out the DSGE model. Results are

discussed in section three. Section four discusses the related literature and finally

section five concludes.

2 The DSGE Model
In the following section I lay out a fully-fledged DSGE model similar to Woodford

(2003) with intertemporally optimizing households, a government and either sticky

information firms or Calvo sticky price firms.

2.1 Households

The representative agent maximizes the discounted sum of life-time utility,

max
Ct,Mt,Nt(i),Dt+1

E0

∞

∑
t=0

βt

[
C1−σ

t − 1
1− σ

+
χ

1− ν

[(
Mt

Pt

)1−ν

− 1

]
− δ

∫ 1

0

Nt(i)1+φ

1 + φ
di

]

subject to

∫ 1

0
Pt(i)Ct(i)di + Md

t + Et [Qt,t+1Dt+1] ≤∫ 1

0
Wt(i)Nt(i)di− Tt + Md

t−1 + Dt +
∫ 1

0
Πt(i)di

where Ct denotes a composite consumption index which is defined as

Ct ≡
[∫ 1

0 Ct(i)
θ−1

θ di
] θ

θ−1
. This in turn implies the following for the aggregate price

level: Pt ≡
[∫ 1

0 Pt(i)1−θdi
] 1

1−θ
. Mt denotes nominal money. I assume that each cat-

egorized good i is produced by using specialized labor Nt(i) which is supplied by
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the representative household. Wt(i) is the wage that is payed from firm i to the

household. As in Woodford (2003), the assumption of specific labor markets gen-

erates strategic complementarities in firm’s pricing decisions. Dt+1 is a nominally

denominated state contingent private bond that pays Dt+1 in period t + 1. Qt,t+k is

the stochastic discount factor from period t to t + k for nominal claims. Tt denotes a

lump-sum tax of the government. Finally, the household receives profits Πt(i) of the

firms. The household is endowed with one unit of time (normalized) to be allocated

between hours of work and leisure. Information is complete for the agent.

2.2 Government

The government issues nominal money Mt and nominal bonds Bt and collects lump

sum taxes Tt to finance its expenditures Gt,

PtGt = Tt + Bt − Rt−1Bt−1 + St (1)

where St = Mt−1(ξt − 1). Pt is the aggregate price level, Rt−1 denotes the nominal

interest rate from period t− 1 to period t and ξt = Mt
Mt−1

is nominal money growth. I

assume ξt and Gt to follow exogenous AR(1) processes.

2.3 Firms

Following Woodford (2003), I assume a continuum of firms i ∈ [0, 1] in monopolis-

tic competition each producing a differentiated good according to Yt(i) = ZtNα
t (i).

Yt(i) denotes the differentiated good and Nt(i) is specific labor input of firm i.

Zt denotes technology which is assumed to follow an exogenous AR(1) process.

With price Pt(i) for firm i and Pt as the aggregate price level, firm demand is

given by Yd(Pt(i); Pt, Ct, Gt) = Yd
t (i) =

(
Pt(i)

Pt

)−θ
(Ct + Gt). As in Woodford (2003),

I assume that firms are wage-takers.3 Finally, labor input for firm i is given by

3Woodford (2003, ch. 3, p. 148) points out: “Here I assume that the producer is a wagetaker, even though I
have supposed that the supplier of each differentiated good uses a different type of labor with its own market. But an
assumption of differentiated labor inputs need not imply that each producer is a monopsonist in its labor market. The
only assumption that is important for the subsequent results is that producers that change their prices at different
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N(Pt(i); Yd
t , Zt) = Nt(i) =

(
Yd

t (i)
Zt

) 1
α
. Now, I consider four different variants for the

price setting behavior by firms.

Flexible Price - Full Information Firms

In the absence of any nominal and informational frictions firms choose prices each

period to maximize profits,

max
Pt(i)

Pt(i)Yd
t (i)−Wt(i)

(
Yd

t (i)
Zt

) 1
α

(2)

subject to

Yd
t (i) =

(
Pt(i)

Pt

)−θ

(Ct + Gt) . (3)

I denote P∗t (i) as a solution of the above maximization problem.

Sticky Information Firms

Following Mankiw and Reis (2002), firms obtain new information with probability

1− λ1. These firms are able to find the profit maximizing price P∗t (i). With probabil-

ity λ1 firms do not obtain new information. These firms use the information set they

updated k periods ago to compute optimal prices. Formally, these firms solve

max
Pt+j(i)

∞

∑
j=0

λ
j
1Et−k

Qt,t+j

Pt+j(i)Yd
t+j(i)−Wt+j(i)

(
Yd

t+j(i)

Zt+j

) 1
α

 (4)

subject to

Yd
t+j(i) =

(
Pt+j(i)

Pt+j

)−θ (
Ct+j + Gt+j

)
. (5)

times also hire labor inputs from distinct markets. I might, for example, assume a double continuum of differentiated
goods, indexed by (I, j), with an elasticity of substitution of θ between any two goods, as previously. It might then
be assumed that all goods with the same index I (goods in the same “industry”) change their prices at the same time
(and so always charge the same price), and are also all produced using the same type of labor (type I labor). The
degree of market power of each producer in its product market would then be as assumed here, but the fact that a
continuum of producers all bid for type I labor would eliminate any market power in their labor market...”.
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The optimal log-linear pricing rule for sticky information firms can be written as

follows4

p̂t+j(i) = Et−k

[
ŵt+j(i)− 1

α
ẑt+j +

(
1
α
− 1
)

ŷd
t+j(i)

]
∀j ≥ 0. (6)

Note that the right hand side of this equation is the conditional expectation of the

log-linearized version of P∗t+j(i) which is the profit maximizing price in the absence

of any nominal and informational frictions. After some tedious manipulations I

arrive at p̂t+j(i) = Et−k
[
p̂t+j + ζ x̂t+j

]
for ∀j ≥ 0 with ζ = ω+σs−1

c
1+θω and ω = φ

α + 1
α − 1.

x̂t denotes the output gap, defined as the difference between the distorted and the

flexible price - full information output. Thus, in period t, a firm that updated its

information set k periods ago sets the adjustment price

p̂adj
k,t (i) = Et−k[ p̂t + ζ x̂t]. (7)

Finally, the aggregate price level is the average of all adjustment prices in t

p̂t = (1− λ1)
∞

∑
k=0

λk
1 p̂adj

k,t (i). (8)

Sticky Price Firms

According to Calvo (1983), sticky price firms can set their profit maximizing price

P̃t(i) with probability 1 − λ2. With probability λ2 firms cannot set their optimal

price. These firms have to keep last period’s price and set Pt(i) = Pt−1(i). Formally,

these firms solve

max
Pt(i)

∞

∑
j=0

λ
j
2Et

Qt,t+j

Pt(i)Yd
t+j(i)−Wt+j(i)

(
Yd

t+j(i)

Zt+j

) 1
α

 (9)

subject to

Yd
t+j(i) =

(
Pt(i)
Pt+j

)−θ (
Ct+j + Gt+j

)
. (10)

4Hat-variables denote percentage deviations from steady state.
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The aggregate price level in case of Calvo sticky prices can be written as

Pt =
[
(1− λ2)P̃1−θ

t + λ2P1−θ
t−1

] 1
1−θ

(11)

with P̃t as the solution to the above maximization problem.

Sticky Price Firms With Dynamic Inflation Indexation

Empirical studies, see e.g. Gali and Gertler (1999) and Gali, Gertler, and Lopez-

Salido (2005), suggest that lagged inflation is an important determinant for the New

Keynesian Phillips curve. In order to account for this, Christiano, Eichenbaum, and

Evans (2005) employ dynamic inflation indexation as a modification to the standard

Calvo sticky price approach. With probability 1− λ3 firms can set their optimal price

P̃∗t (i). With probability λ3 firms cannot set their optimal price. Following Christiano,

Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005), these firms set the price Pt(i) = Πt−1Pt−1(i). The

non-optimizers apply a rule of thumb by updating last period’s price Pt−1(i) with

yesterday’s gross inflation rate Πt−1.5 Formally, these firms solve

max
Pt(i)

∞

∑
j=0

λ
j
3Et

Qt,t+j

Ut,jPt(i)Y̆d
t+j(i)−Wt+j(i)

(
Y̆d

t+j(i)

Zt+j

) 1
α

 (12)

subject to

Y̆d
t+j(i) =

(
Ut,jPt(i)

Pt+j

)−θ (
Ct+j + Gt+j

)
(13)

5There are, of course, alternative approaches to indexation in the literature. Yun (1996) assumes in-
dexation to steady state inflation, e.g. Pt(i) = Π̄Pt−1(i). Although this leads to a vertical long-run
Phillips curve the dynamics are still entirely forward looking and hence inflation is not inertial. Smets
and Wouters (2003) and Giannoni and Woodford (2003) assume partial dynamic inflation indexation, e.g.
Pt(i) = Πγ

t−1Pt−1(i) with 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. Smets and Wouters (2003) estimate γ to be roughly 0.65 for European
data. Gali, Gertler, and Lopez-Salido (2001) estimate γ to be equal to 0.6 for European and US data. By
contrast, Giannoni and Woodford (2003) find that γ = 1 delivers the best fitting value for US data and
thereby confirm Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) choice of full dynamic indexation. To that
end, I am most interested in the consequences of full dynamic indexation for the dynamics of inflation.
Therefore, my results can be interpreted as representing an upper bound compared to cases of partial
dynamic inflation indexation.
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with Ut,j = Πt ×Πt+1 × ...×Πt+j−1 for j ≥ 1 and Ut,j = 1 for j = 0. The aggregate

price level in the presence of sticky prices and dynamic inflation indexation can be

written as

Pt =
[
(1− λ3)(P̃∗t )1−θ + λ3(Πt−1Pt−1)1−θ

] 1
1−θ

(14)

with P̃∗t as the solution to the above dynamic programming problem.

2.4 Equilibrium

In equilibrium all markets clear. I log-linearize my equilibrium conditions. Hat-

variables denote percentage deviations from steady state. The DSGE framework can

be characterized by the following set of equations: an intertemporal IS equation, a

real money demand equation, a real money supply equation, an equation for the

flexible price - full information real interest rate and the equations for the exogenous

AR(1) processes for technology, money growth and government expenditures. See

appendix A.1 for a formal description.

Into this DSGE framework, I throw in either one of the following three Phillips

curves:

1. Under sticky information I derive the so-called Sticky Information Phillips

curve6

π̂t =
1− λ1

λ1
ζ x̂t + (1− λ1)

∞

∑
k=0

λk
1Et−k−1[π̂t + ζ4x̂t]. (15)

with ζ = ω+σs−1
c

1+θω and ω = φ
α + 1

α − 1 as before. π̂t is the gross inflation rate and

x̂t denotes the output gap, defined as the difference between the distorted and

the flexible price - full information output.7 Note that for ζ < 1 firms pricing

6Similar to the derivation steps described in Mankiw and Reis (2002), I substitute equation (7) into
equation (8). After taking first differences and some tedious manipulations, I arrive at equation (15).

7In order to derive the Sticky Information Phillips curve I needed three assumptions: i) firms use
outdated information and obtain new information infrequently, ii) firms set prices rather than quantities
and iii) the information arrival follows a Poisson process. Reis (2006) develops a model where firms just
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decisions are strategic complements which allows for potential inflation inertia

as discussed extensively in Woodford (2003).

2. Under standard Calvo sticky prices I derive the so-called New Keynesian Phillips

curve8

π̂t = βEt[π̂t+1] + κx̂t (16)

with κ = (1−λ2)(1−λ2β)
λ2

ζ.

3. Finally, under Calvo sticky prices with indexation I arrive at the so-called New

Keynesian Phillips curve with dynamic inflation indexation or hybrid New Key-

nesian Phillips curve9

π̂t =
1

1 + β
π̂t−1 +

β

1 + β
Et[π̂t+1] +

κ′

1 + β
x̂t (17)

with κ′ = (1−λ3)(1−λ3β)
λ3

ζ.

According to the Sticky Information Phillips curve, inflation is determined by cur-

rent economic activity and by past expectations about current inflation and current

economic activity. If new information arrives only some firms will be informed

and change prices accordingly whereas most firms still set prices based on outdated

information. As time elapses the fraction of firms that set prices based on new infor-

mation increases and therefore, it is likely that inflation behaves inertial in response

to new information.

By contrast, in the New Keynesian Phillips curve inflation is determined by cur-

rent expectations about future inflation and by current economic activity. Thus, the

face costs of acquiring, absorbing or processing information and shows that this inattentiveness model
provides mirco-foundations for the three assumptions listed above.

8To do so, I combine the log-linearized solution of equation (9) with the log-linearized version of
equation (11). After some tedious manipulations, I arrive at equation (16).

9Similar to the derivations for the Calvo sticky price model, I combine the log-linearized solution of
(12) with the log-linearized version of equation (14) and arrive at equation (17) after some further tedious
manipulations.
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New Keynesian Phillips curve is entirely forward looking and therefore inflation

will immediately jump on impact rather than reacting with delay in response to new

information.

The New Keynesian Phillips curve with dynamic indexation shows that inflation is

determined by past inflation, by current expectations about future inflation and by

current economic activity. It is the backward looking inflation component due to

dynamic inflation indexation which makes it likely that inflation behaves inertial in

response to new information.

2.5 Microfoundation for Inflation Indexation

Based on the analysis of the previous section, it is the backward looking rule of

thumb behavior of non-optimizing Calvo sticky price firms that potentially produces

the desired inertial reaction of inflation. But which rule of thumb should by ap-

plied? Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) assume that last period’s inflation

is used to update prices of non-optimizing firms. Thus, these firms use inflation

information that is outdated by one period. Clearly, one could assume instead that

non-optimizers use inflation observed two periods ago to update their prices. It is

also conceivable that they could use even older information to update their prices.

Hence, the particular choice how old the information regarding inflation is that firms

use to update their prices is ad-hoc in the Calvo sticky price model with dynamic

inflation indexation.

By contrast, the sticky information model implies that the choice of inflation index-

ation depends on the particular information sets that are available to heterogenous

firms. Some firms may be forced to use past period’s information set including e.g.

past period’s inflation rate, output etc. Other firms may be forced to use even older

information sets also including even older e.g inflation rates, output etc. All these

firms use their individually outdated information sets to update prices. Due to this,

it takes time in the sticky information model until a sufficiently large fraction of firms

12



has received news and changes prices accordingly and thus inflation inertia are likely

to occur. By contrast, in the sticky price model with dynamic inflation indexation as

in Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005), inflation inertia are hard-wired in by

assuming indexation to past inflation for all non-optimizing firms. Hence, these

firms use a very limited outdated information set only.

Put differently, these firms face costs of acquiring, absorbing and processing infor-

mation about current e.g. inflation and output but have free access to past period’s

inflation rate and therefore choose to update their prices using this information.

From that perspective, one might want to view information stickiness as providing a

micro foundation for the particular choice of dynamic inflation indexation in Calvo

sticky price models.10

However, the present paper aims at a comparison of the consequences of the three

existing alternative pricing assumptions and their resulting Phillips curves in a DSGE

framework taking the conventional wisdom as a measuring instrument.

2.6 Parameterization

In order to analyze the implications of the model, I need to parameterize it. In

principle, there are two ways to proceed. First, one could estimate the model and

use the estimated parameters to parameterize the model. This however, turns out

to be a thorny issue. My models belong to the class of small-scale DSGE models.

That is, they contain only a single friction e.g. sticky information or sticky prices.

Since Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005), Smets and Wouters (2003) as well

as Mankiw and Reis (2006b) we know that further nominal and real frictions such

10Recently, Dupor, Kitamura, and Tsuruga (2006) derive a model of dual stickiness. They assume that
only a fraction of firms may reset prices and simultaneously receives new information. All remaining firms
keep setting prices based on old and outdated information. In a highly stylized economic environment,
they show that the dual stickiness model and a sticky price model with dynamic inflation indexation
deliver similar, though not identical, responses of inflation after a money growth shock. Hence, they
confirm my reasoning that information stickiness may provide a micro foundation for indexation in sticky
price models.
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as sticky wages, habit persistence, capacity and investment adjustment costs, limited

participation or sticky information in other markets are necessary to obtain a rea-

sonably good fit of the model to the data and hence reasonable parameter estimates.

Hence, estimating my small-scale DSGE models would probably result in biased re-

sults since the data would assign all these frictions to either sticky prices or sticky

information. Enriching my model by these additional frictions would certainly be a

useful step. However, this would also fog up the key questions raised in this paper.

More precisely, each enriched model would potentially assign different weights to

various frictions and hence it would be difficult to evaluate how much of the dif-

ferences between sticky information and sticky prices are due to these additional

frictions.

Instead, and in the light of Mankiw and Reis (2002), I evaluate the qualitative ability of

the models to deliver the three conventional effects. In other words, the conventional

effects itself are of rather qualitative nature and I examine the models ability to reflect

them qualitatively. In terms of parameters, I therefore rely on standard values used

in the literature and pursue a sensitivity analysis to evaluate the robustness of the

qualitative predictions of the models.

Table 1 summarizes the parameterization of my models. Time is taken to be quarters.

The subjective discount factor β is set to 0.99. Similar to Woodford (2003), steady state

inflation is set to zero, i.e. Π̄ = 1 + π̄ = 1.11 The inverse Frisch elasticity of labor

supply φ is set to 1.5. The coefficient of relative risk aversion of consumption σ and

the elasticity of utility with respect to real money holdings ν are set to 2. Real money

demand in my model is given by

log mt =
1
ν

log χ +
σ

ν
log ct −

1
ν

log
Rt − 1

Rt
. (18)

11See Ascari (2004) for an analysis of the effects of positive steady state inflation. In particular, he shows
that trend inflation affects the dynamics of inflation and output in the standard Calvo sticky price model.
However, as soon as either steady state or dynamic inflation indexation are assumed, the dynamics of the
models are not affected by positive steady state inflation.
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Thus, my choice implies a unit consumption elasticity of real money demand

(∂ log mt/∂ log ct = σ/ν = 1) which is in line with most empirical evidence on money

demand. Further, my choice also implies the following semi interest rate elasticity

∂ log mt/∂rt = − 1
ν(R̄−1)R̄ = −49.5.12 The labor share α in the production function is

assumed to be 2
3 . As in Mankiw and Reis (2002), the degree of information rigidity

(λ1) respectively the degree of price stickiness (λ2, λ3) is set to 0.75. Thus, in case of

the Calvo sticky price model, firms set optimal prices on average once a year. In the

case of the sticky information model, firms obtain new information on average once

a year.13 I assume a markup over marginal costs of 20 percent i.e. θ
θ−1 = 1.2 as in Gali

and Monacelli (2005). The steady state consumption to output ratio sc is set to 0.7, a

value that corresponds to the US average for the period from 1960:1 to 2001:4. The

AR(1) process for technology is calibrated to standard values with an autocorrelation

of ρz = 0.95 and a standard deviation of σz = 0.71 percent. The AR(1) process for

money growth is specified with a persistence parameter of ρξ = 0.5 and a standard

deviation of σξ = 0.8 percent, similar to Mankiw and Reis (2002) calibration. Finally,

as in Backus, Kehoe, and Kydland (1995) the autocorrelation and standard deviation

of the AR(1) process for government expenditures is set to ρg = 0.95 and σg = 0.6

percent. However, in order to access the robustness of my results with respect to my

parameter choices I undertake sensitivity checks when discussing the results.

2.7 Solution Method

I solve the Calvo sticky price models with and without dynamic inflation indexation

using the linear solution algorithm developed in Uhlig (1999). The sticky information

model, however, cannot be solved as easily as my other two models. The Sticky

12Note that Chari, Kehoe, and Mcgrattan (2000) estimate ν to be approximately 2.5 which is roughly
in line with my choice of 2. Empirical evidence in Lucas (2000), Chari, Kehoe, and Mcgrattan (2000),
Woodford (2003) and Walsh (2003) (who provides an excellent survey) suggest values for the semi interest
rate elasticity ranging from -10 to -100. Hence, my implied choice of -49.5 is well within that range.
Further, I set χ = 0.05 which is also in line with many of the references cited above. However, note that
χ is irrelevant for the dynamics of the model. Another parameter that does not affect the dynamics is the
disutility of labor δ. However, I set δ such that the individual chooses to work one third of total time in
steady state.

13Note that this is in line with empirical studies by Kahn and Zhu (2006), Caroll (2003) and Mankiw,
Reis, and Wolfers (2004).
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Information Phillips curve (see equation (15)) consists of an infinite number of lagged

expectations. Therefore, the state space of the sticky information model is infinite.

In their original model, Mankiw and Reis (2002) guessed that the solution for e.g.

inflation takes a MA(∞) representation and then solved for the MA coefficients

recursively. They were able to do so, because aggregate demand was assumed to

be exogenous and static. This solution method, however, does not work as soon

as aggregate demand is endogenous and more importantly consists of a dynamic

relationship such as the “New IS” curve.

The following question arises: how can one solve or approximate the sticky in-

formation model in general equilibrium? I proceed as follows. First, observe that

the weight of lagged expectations decreases geometrically in the Sticky Information

Phillips curve. That is, expectations that are formed recently have a larger impact on

present inflation than similar expectations formed many periods ago. Therefore, it

might be that expectations formed very far in the past do not change inflation signif-

icantly due to the very low weight that is attached to them. Hence, I ask how many

lagged expectations are necessary to approximate the Sticky Information Phillips

curve reasonably well. In particular, I rewrite the Sticky Information Phillips curve

as

π̂t =
1− λ1

λ1
ζ x̂t + (1− λ1)

N

∑
k=0

λk
1Et−k−1[π̂t + ζ4x̂t]. (19)

Clearly, as N → ∞ I obtain the original equation (15). What is the N for which the

path of the model variables does not change anymore by a specified tolerance if I

add a further lagged expectation, e.g. setting N = N + 1. I will pursue the following

strategy to answer this question:

1. Set N = 0. That is, use the Sticky Information Phillips curve with only the first

lagged expectation Et−1 and compute the recursive equilibrium law of motion

(RELOM).
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2. Set N = N + 1. Put differently, add the second lagged expectation Et−2 to the

Sticky Information Phillips curve from above and compute the new RELOM.

3. Proceed adding lagged expectations by setting N = N + 1 as long as the coeffi-

cients of the RELOM change by more than a specified tolerance.

Figure 1 illustrates the solution algorithm. It shows the impulse responses of inflation

to a one percent shock in money growth for a stepwise inclusion of lagged expecta-

tions in the Sticky Information Phillips curve. The first plot in the top row shows the

response of inflation if the model uses N = 0, e.g. π̂t = 1−λ1
λ1

ζ x̂t + (1− λ1)Et−1[π̂t +

ζ4x̂t]. The second plot in the top row shows the response of inflation if the model

takes an additional lagged expectation into account by setting N = N + 1 = 1 which

yields π̂t = 1−λ1
λ1

ζ x̂t + (1− λ1)Et−1[π̂t + ζ4x̂t] + (1− λ1)λ1Et−2[π̂t + ζ4x̂t]. Thus,

the last plot in the bottom row shows the response of inflation if the sticky informa-

tion model uses N = 11 which delivers π̂t = 1−λ1
λ1

ζ x̂t + (1− λ1) ∑11
k=0 λk

1Et−k−1[π̂t +

ζ4x̂t]. Obviously, figure 1 illustrates that the shape of the response of inflation con-

verges to a smooth hump-shaped pattern as N becomes larger and larger. As an

approximation I look for that N where the recursive law of motion for all model

variables does not change by more than a specified tolerance/critical value when

setting N = N + 1.

Technically, I apply the QZ-decomposition to obtain the recursive law of motion.

Following the notation in Uhlig (1999), the model coefficient matrices ∆ and Ξ can

be decomposed into unitary matrices Y and Z and uppertriangular matrices Σ and

Φ such that Y′ΣZ = ∆ and Y′ΦZ = Ξ. The recursive law of motion coefficient matrix

P which is needed to solve for the other recursive law of motion coefficient matrices,

can be obtained by P = −Z−1
21 Z22 where Z21 and Z22 are partitions of matrix Z,

defined as in Uhlig (1999). P, Z21 and Z22 increase in their dimensions as N - the

number of included lagged expectations - increases. Additionally P and Z22 are

singular. Therefore, to check for convergence of the recursive law of motion I look
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for that N when the determinant of Z−1
21 does not change by more than a critical

value compared to setting N = N + 1.

For my problem I choose the tolerance/critical value to be 1e-25 units. This algorithm

appears to be robust. I achieve convergence of the recursive equilibrium law of

motion after including the 20th lagged expectation, i.e. by setting N = 19. This result

is also intuitively reasonable. As mentioned earlier, the Sticky Information Phillips

curve can be interpreted as a geometric sum of past expectations with weights (1−

λ)λk. For my parametrization these weights cumulate to around 99.5 percent after

including the 20th lagged expectation.14

As a remark, it should be mentioned that one could derive a Sticky Information

Phillips curve with a finite number of lagged expectations. I decide not to follow this

strategy since it departs too much from Mankiw and Reis (2002) original specification

of the Sticky Information Phillips curve. Instead, I developed a fairly accurate algo-

rithm to approximate the originally infinite geometric sum of lagged expectations of

the Sticky Information Phillips curve with a finite number of lagged expectations.

14Recently, Mankiw and Reis (2006b) propose an alternative solution method. They guess that the so-
lution of e.g. the price level can be represented as a MA(∞) process. They show that the undetermined
coefficients of the MA process solve an infinite dimensional second order difference equation with bound-
ary conditions. Mankiw and Reis (2006b) approximate this infinite dimensional difference equation with
a finite system of linear equations and a terminal condition. In other words, they approximate the MA(∞)
representation of the solution with a MA(n) representation and choose a sufficiently large n. The authors
report that for n = 1000 their algorithm takes approximately 5 seconds to solve for the process of the
price level. By contrast, my algorithm approximates directly the number of relevant states, i.e. lagged
expectations. It takes approximately three minutes on an up-to-date unix machine to solve the model
with N = 19. However, Mankiw and Reis (2006b) algorithm appears to be constructed for the particular
model they wish to solve and adaption to other models seems to involve tedious manual algebraic manip-
ulations. By contrast, my algorithm employs a ready-to-use linear solution algorithm such as Uhlig (1999).
In a recent paper, Wang and Wen (2006) propose a solution algorithm for linear difference systems with
a finite number of lagged expectations. Thus, the nature of approximation - similar to my algorithm - is
that only a finite number of lagged expectations of the Sticky Information Phillips curve are considered.
However, the algorithm as such differs from ours. Their key idea is to convert lagged expectations into
n-step ahead prediction errors which in turn can be represented as a finite MA(n) process. Wang and
Wen (2006) convert the finite MA representation into a standard linear difference system. They claim
that a MA(20) process delivers very precise results and thereby include 20 lags of the Sticky Information
Phillips curve. Note that my solution method arrives at the same conclusion. Unfortunately, Wang and
Wen (2006) do not report how fast their algorithm is in terms of CPU time.
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Hence, as a further contribution to the literature, I show that a standard linear solu-

tion algorithm as e.g. Uhlig (1999) can be used to solve models with lagged expecta-

tions like Mankiw and Reis (2002) sticky information model.

3 Results
In this section I discuss the results by examining the models ability to deliver the

three conventional views stated in the introduction.

3.1 Inflation Inertia

First, I analyze the models capability to generate inertial responses of inflation. I

focus on the delayed and gradual response of inflation after a monetary policy shock.

In addition, I briefly discuss the effects of technology and government expenditure

shocks.

3.1.1 Monetary Policy Shock

Figure 2 plots the responses of inflation, the output gap, the nominal interest rate and

hours worked to a one percent money growth shock for all three models using the

baseline parameterization. The sticky information model delivers a hump-shaped

pattern of inflation with a maximum impact around the 7th quarter. In period zero

when the money growth shock occurs, only the fraction of firms that updated their

information in period zero adjust their prices. All other firms remain inattentive and

keep setting prices based on outdated information. As time passes by, more and

more firms update their information sets and hence change prices in response to

the money growth shock. Interestingly, in Mankiw and Reis (2002) original partial

equilibrium model, inflation peaks at the 8th quarter after the money growth shock.

To that end, my result indicates that sticky information in my DSGE model is able

to deliver similar inflation inertia as in Mankiw and Reis (2002). Put differently, I

observe a pronounced hump-shape of inflation which indicates that the Sticky In-
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formation Phillips curve seems to have a strong internal propagation mechanism in

response to a quickly dying out money growth shock in my DSGE model.

Inflation in the standard Calvo sticky price model jumps on impact to its maximum

effect and then decreases monotonically. Although prices are sticky inflation is not.

By contrast, inflation in the sticky price model with dynamic inflation indexation

reacts with delay and gradually to a money growth shock since it is both - forward

and backward looking. The maximum impact occurs around the 5th quarter and is

somewhat more pronounced than in the sticky information model. However, sticky

information and sticky prices with dynamic inflation indexation deliver the same

qualitative results for my baseline parameterization.

To that end, I conclude that sticky information generates a delayed and gradual

response of inflation to a money growth shock in my DSGE framework. Moreover,

the sticky price model with dynamic inflation indexation is also able to deliver a

hump-shaped response of inflation.

3.1.2 Sensitivity

My results depend, of course, on the parameters chosen in section 2.6. In this section,

I set key parameters to values that represent reasonable bounds of parameter ranges

used in the literature. This way, the section serves two purposes. First, it provides

a sensitivity analysis for the results reported in the previous section. Second, and

more importantly, it enables me to assess the effects of deep parameters of the model

on the behavior of inflation especially for the sticky information model.

In particular, I examine how a high inverse Frisch elasticity of φ = 6.7 as in Pencavel

(1986) respectively a low inverse Frisch elasticity of φ = 0.47 as used e.g. in Reis

(2006) affects the dynamics of inflation in my models. Or baseline value of θ = 6

implies a steady state markup of 20 percent which represents an upper bound in the

literature. Alternatively, I set θ = 10 as in Chari, Kehoe, and Mcgrattan (2000) as well
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as θ = 7.88 as in Rotemberg and Wodford (1997) which imply markups of roughly

11 and 15 percent. Further, my baseline choice of σ = ν = 2 implies a moderate

degree of intertemporal substitution. Alternatively, I set σ = ν = 1 which implies log

utility in consumption as in Gali (2003) and many others. Moreover, I also examine

the case of high intertemporal substitution by setting σ = ν = 0.5.15 Furthermore, I

examine α = 1 as in Gali (2003) which results in a linear production technology in

hours worked.

Finally, I also allow for variations in information and price rigidity governed by λi.

In my baseline parameterization we set λi = 0.75 which implies average information

updates and price contracts of one year. Recent empirical literature suggests that

these values might represent an upper bound. Therefore, I set λi = 0.66 as well as

λi = 0.5 which implies average durations of price contracts respectively information

updates of 3 and 2 quarters. For sticky price models 3 quarters are in line with

Sbordone (2002) while 2 quarters reflect Altig, Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Linde

(2004), Bils and Klenow (2004) and Golosov and Lucas (2003) who report that firms

change prices on average roughly every 1.5 quarters. Finally, for sticky information

models, recent work by e.g. Mankiw and Reis (2006b), Korenok (2004) and Korenok

and Swanson (2006) suggest that average durations of information updates of 3 to 2

quarters may not be unrealistic for sticky information models.

Table 2 shows the quarter at which inflation peaks after a monetary policy shock in

period t = 0 for my alternative parameter choices. The table reveals that although the

peak of inflation varies the sticky information model as well as the sticky price model

with dynamic inflation indexation always generate a delayed response of inflation

after a monetary policy shock. By contrast, in the standard Calvo sticky price model

inflation peaks always on impact.

15Note that I set σ = ν in these cases because this implies a unit elasticity of money demand with respect
to consumption as documented by the empirical literature, see Walsh (2003) for an excellent survey.
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Let’s examine the effects of deep parameters of the model for the behavior of infla-

tion in the sticky information model. A higher value for θ implies a lower steady

state markup and hence results in lower market power for firms. Accordingly, firms

change prices less than they would with higher market power and thus inflation

peaks later in the sticky information model. A higher value φ implies a lower Frisch

elasticity of labor supply. Hence, changing labor inputs is more costly for firms in

terms of the real wage and therefore they change prices by less which again results

in a later peak of inflation. Lower values for σ and ν result in a higher intertemporal

elasticity of substitution and therefore lead to less consumption smoothing of house-

holds. Thus, aggregate demand displays a steeper intertemporal schedule which is

accompanied by an earlier peak of inflation. In addition, a higher value α moves pro-

duction towards a linear technology and reduces therefore the input costs of firms.

Accordingly, inflation attains its peak earlier. Finally, lower values for λ1 increase

the fraction of firms that receive information updates. Therefore, more firms adjust

their prices in response to the monetary policy shock which leads to an earlier peak

of inflation in the sticky information model.

Finally, to ensure further robustness, I also consider joint variations of parameters.

That is, I take many random draws for the parameter set {θ, φ, σ, ν, α, λi} and gener-

ate the associated impulse responses of inflation for each set. In particular, to con-

struct the above random parameter set, I draw each parameter from the following

uniform distributions: θ ∼ U[6, 10], φ ∼ U[0.47, 6.7], σ = ν ∼ U[0.5, 2], α ∼ U[0.66, 1],

λi ∼ U[0.5, 0.75]. The intervals of the uniform distributions correspond to the ranges

discussed above. I draw 5340 parameter sets and solve the models for each set.16

Figure 3 shows the corresponding impulse responses for each model. Further, I add

my baseline impulse responses using white lines. In order to facilitate comparison

with respect to the peak of inflation, I normalize all impulse responses such that

the initial response is equal to one, i.e. π̂0 = 1. Figure 3 reveals that there is not

a single response in which inflation is monotonically decreasing after a monetary

policy shock in the sticky information model as well as the Calvo sticky price model

16This takes somewhat more than two weeks on an up-to-date unix machine.
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with dynamic inflation indexation. In other words, there is always a hump-shape in

inflation though it might be short lived. In particular, on average, the peak in the

sticky information model occurs at quarter 4.2 while it occurs at quarter 3.4 in the

sticky price model with dynamic inflation indexation. These figures are somewhat

lower than the reported peaks at quarters 7 and 5 in my baseline sticky informa-

tion and sticky price with dynamic inflation indexation models. Nevertheless, both

models appear to robustly deliver a delayed response of inflation after a monetary

policy shock. By contrast, the standard Calvo sticky price model produces always

a maximum response on impact. Finally, the white lines in figure 3 indicate that

my baseline results do not represent an upper or lower bound but are located well

within the set of impulse responses that is generated by random parameter draws.

Hence, my analysis shows, that although I vary key parameters in the model inflation

reacts with delay to a monetary policy shock in the sticky information model. This is

due to the fact that despite considerable parameter variations firms pricing decisions

are strategic complements, i.e. ζ < 1. By contrast, Collard and Dellas (2006) as well

as Keen (2005) introduce sticky information in alternative DSGE frameworks. These

authors report that sticky information models generate maximum inflation responses

on impact or at most one quarter after the monetary policy shock. These results

occur since their DSGE frameworks imply that firms pricing decisions are strategic

substitutes (ζ ≥ 1) which produce the early peak of inflation.17 However, Woodford

(2003) surveys and discusses the existing literature at length and concludes that firms

pricing decisions should be strategic complements rather than strategic substitutes

to allow for potential inflation inertia. Therefore, in this paper I allow for sufficient

strategic complementarities in firms pricing decisions by employing a commonly

used DSGE framework similar to Woodford (2003).

To sum up, my sensitivity analysis shows that the qualitative result of Mankiw and

Reis (2002) is also robust in my DSGE framework: inflation reacts with delay and

gradually to a monetary policy shock in the sticky information model whereas it does

17Note that Coibion (2006a) arrives at a similar conclusion.
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not in the standard Calvo sticky price model. Furthermore, I show that Calvo sticky

prices with dynamic inflation indexation perform equally well as sticky information

in my DSGE model.

3.1.3 Technology and Government Expenditure Shocks

In the previous section I have concluded that inflation behaves inertial after a mon-

etary policy shock. However, in the data inflation is likely to be affected by other

disturbances such as supply and government spending shocks. How do they af-

fect inflation in the sticky information model compared to the sticky price models?

Mankiw and Reis (2002) are not able to analyze the consequences of these distur-

bances for the behavior of inflation since their partial equilibrium model did contain

monetary policy disturbances only. However, my DSGE model enables me to inves-

tigate the effects of technology and government expenditure shocks. Figure 4 depicts

the effects of a technology shock and figure 5 shows the response of the models to

a government expenditure shock. Again, inflation peaks on impact in the standard

Calvo sticky price model. By contrast, it appears that the reaction of inflation is iner-

tial in the sticky information model in response to these disturbances. Note however,

that for my baseline parameterization the peak of inflation occurs somewhat earlier

and the hump is less pronounced compared to the monetary shock. Finally, the

Calvo sticky price model with dynamic inflation indexation delivers a gradual and

delayed response of inflation for technology and government expenditure shocks as

well.

3.1.4 A Thought Experiment

Note that I arrive at the above conclusions for given exogenous processes for tech-

nology, government spending and money growth as supported by the data. All

these processes display relatively high positive autocorrelations and hence shocks to

these variables result in a relatively smooth adjustment over time. I do not claim

that my findings are invariant to changes in the exogenous processes. Consider the
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following mind experiment. Imagine that policy behaves deterministically and in-

creases money growth in all even periods and decreases it in all odd periods. Under

this policy, sticky information and sticky prices with dynamic inflation indexation

would appear to be very different. That is, sticky information firms would mimic

the deterministic behavior of monetary policy by setting prices appropriately in all

periods e.g. inflation would display a flip-flop pattern. By contrast, sticky price

firms would need to set one average profit maximizing price which might then be

adjusted smoothly due to dynamic inflation indexation and therefore inflation would

still display a smooth pattern. Hence, under these circumstances, both models would

appear very differently with respect to e.g. inflation.

However, given empirical evidence on e.g. money growth there does not seem to

be a deterministic flip-flop pattern in money growth figures. Rather, money growth

appears to be fairly smooth with an AR(1) coefficient around 0.5. Hence, although

the upper example is illustrative, I consider it as a mind experiment which does not

represent observed policy.

Again, given my DSGE model and given the observed exogenous processes sticky

information and sticky prices with dynamic inflation indexation appear to perform

equally well.

3.2 Announced Disinflations

In this section, I analyze the effects of a disinflation that is announced two years

in advance. In particular, in period t = 0 the central bank announces credibly that

it will reduce money growth temporarily from period t = 2 (respectively the 8th

quarter) onwards. The credibly announced fall in money growth is temporary in the

sense that I assume the same stationary process for money growth as before.18 See

appendix A.2 for the technical modeling details.

18Hence, the disinflation in my experiment is temporary which implies that inflation returns to its
steady state. Mankiw and Reis (2002) have considered a permanent reduction of money growth in their
original model. I have recalculated the effects of a temporary disinflation in the original Mankiw and
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Figure 6 shows the impulse responses to the announced temporary fall in money

growth. Again, my DSGE model confirms Mankiw and Reis (2002) result that in

the sticky information model a credibly announced disinflation is contractionary

with respect to output. Interestingly, the Sticky Information Phillips curve leads to a

gradual and delayed downward adjustment of inflation already in the announcement

period. It should be stressed that this result is different from Mankiw and Reis (2002)

finding. They show that there is absolutely no reaction of inflation in response to the

announcement. In their model, variables react only when policy comes into place.

By contrast, I show that inflation starts reacting already when the announcement

is made. This is due to the existence of perfectly informed and forward looking

households which smooth the drop of consumption over time. Despite the reduction

of inflation in the pre-announcement period the disinflation still turns out to be

contractionary due to perfectly informed forward looking households and an interest

elastic real money demand equation. Since a similar argument applies for the sticky

price models, I will explain the detailed mechanism below.

The standard New Keynesian Phillips curve generates an immediate downward

jump of inflation whereas the New Keynesian Phillips curve with dynamic infla-

tion indexation leads to a gradual and delayed downward adjustment of inflation in

the announcement period. However, in both models, it turns out, that the announced

disinflations are contractionary too. By contrast, Mankiw and Reis (2002) as well as

Ball (1994) find that for standard Calvo sticky price models announced and credible

disinflations cause booms rather than recessions. However, this result is not robust

in my fully-fledged DSGE framework.

The reason that I observe a fall of output despite the fall of inflation in the announce-

ment period are perfectly informed and forward looking households and real money

demand that depends on the nominal interest rate in my DSGE model. Consider the

Reis (2002) model as well as considered a permanent disinflation in my model. None of my qualitative
conclusions, however, changes when considering these alternative cases.
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rewritten log-linearized real money demand equation (22) from appendix A.1 assum-

ing exogenous technology and exogenous government expenditures are constant:

m̂t =
σ

scν
x̂t − ηR̂t (20)

where η = 1
ν(R̄−1) . The announced fall of inflation has two effects. First, it decreases

the nominal interest rate. Second, it increases real money demand. So, it depends

on the relative size of each effect, whether the output gap increases or decreases.

As it turns out, the interest rate effect dominates for reasonable parametrizations.

That is, even if I assume an empirically implausible interest rate elasticity of real

money demand which is 25 times smaller then in my baseline parameterization (e.g.

by setting σ = ν = 50 in equation (18) in section 2.6) still the interest rate effect

dominates and thus the announced disinflation is contractionary with respect to

output.19

Note, that for η = 0 only the real money demand effect influences equation (20) and

hence, the output gap increases in response to a credibly announced disinflation.

Thus, it is the exogenously assumed quantity equation which is inelastic with respect

to the nominal interest rate that produces the disinflationary boom in the sticky

price models in Ball (1994) and Mankiw and Reis (2002). This leads me to conclude

that credibly announced disinflations are contractionary even if inflation falls in the

announcement period as soon as aggregate demand arises from an intertemporal

household maximization problem and real money demand is elastic with respect to

the nominal interest rate. It should be mentioned here that for a model with Taylor

wage contracts Ascari and Rankin (2002) arrive at a similar conclusion.

19Korenok and Swanson (2006) report a similar result. They show that the disinflationary boom occurs
only for very low interest rate elasticities. As soon as the interest elasticity increases to reasonable values
as reported in Lucas (2000) or Chari, Kehoe, and Mcgrattan (2000) - which are in line with my baseline
parameterization - the disinflationary boom disappears and turns into a recession.
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To sum up, in this section, I have shown that credibly announced disinflations are

contractionary in the sticky information as well as in the Calvo sticky price with and

without dynamic inflation indexation models in my DSGE framework.

3.3 Acceleration Phenomenon

Similar to Mankiw and Reis (2002), table 3 provides values for the correlation be-

tween output and the annual change of inflation. I use logged and hp-filtered quar-

terly US CPI (all items) and real GDP data from 1960:1 to 2001:4. As it turns out, the

data suggest a positive correlation between output and the annual change of inflation

of about 0.41. For the models I obtain hp-filtered correlation figures by averaging the

results of 250 simulations for each model with a simulation length equal to US data.

Consider the first column of table 3. It reports the correlation for the models using

all three shocks. The sticky information model generates a correlation of 0.55. This

is similar to Mankiw and Reis (2002) original partial equilibrium sticky information

model which delivers a correlation of 0.43. To that end, I conclude that sticky in-

formation in my DSGE model is able to replicate the third conventional view that

vigorous economic activity speeds up inflation.

Interestingly, the Calvo sticky price model with dynamic inflation indexation pro-

duces a correlation of 0.66. Hence, this model is qualitatively also able to explain the

third conventional view and performs similar to the sticky information model. By

contrast, the standard Calvo sticky price model generates only a very low correlation

of about 0.05. However, since monetary, fiscal and technology shocks have different

effects I also compute the correlations if either one of the shocks is used. Columns 2,

3 and 4 reveal that the standard Calvo sticky price model generates a negative cor-

relation for monetary and government expenditure shocks whereas the correlation

is positive for technology shocks. Hence, it depends on the relative weight of the

technology shock whether the standard Calvo sticky price model can generate the

acceleration phenomenon. By contrast, the sticky information model as well as the

Calvo sticky price model with dynamic inflation indexation imply positive correla-
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tions for all three shocks and thus I conclude that those models may be better suited

to explain the third conventional view.

3.4 Still Improvable...

How well can the models explain the lead and lag behavior of e.g. inflation in the

data? In order to examine this issue, we compare the hp-filtered crosscorrelations of

variables to output in the model in the presence of technology, monetary and fiscal

shocks with crosscorrelations in the data.20 Figure 7 reports that inflation lags up to

4-5 quarters behind output in the data. The standard Calvo sticky price model is not

able to deliver this feature. By contrast, the sticky information model and the Calvo

sticky price model with dynamic inflation indexation perform equally well and are

able to match the empirical evidence for inflation quite well.

Although the behavior of inflation in the data can be captured by the sticky infor-

mation and sticky price model with dynamic inflation indexation there are some

shortcomings with respect to other variables. E.g. figure 7 shows that the cross-

correlation of nominal interest rates and real marginal costs with output cannot be

explained within my framework. In order to account for this one might want to

introduce sticky information in labor and asset markets to the model. Alternatively,

limited participation and nominal labor market frictions may help to explain these

facts. Further, the introduction of real frictions like habit formation might also help to

improve the match with the data for these variables. Moreover, alternative monetary

policy rules like Taylor-type interest rate feedback rules with and without interest

rate smoothing, McCallum rules, a nominal income targeting rule etc. may help

to further improve the performance of the model. Further, deriving optimal mone-

tary policy and optimal simple and implementable monetary policy rules especially

for the sticky information model might deliver further insightful results. However,

20I use quarterly hp-filtered US time series from 1960:1 to 2001:4. Inflation is the quarterly change in the
log CPI (all items) and output is log real GDP.
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all these extensions are beyond the scope of this paper and I leave them to future

research.

4 Discussion of Related Literature
A substantial part of the literature attempts to explain the behavior of aggregate in-

flation in response to monetary policy changes by short-run nominal price rigidities,

e.g. inabilities of firms to change prices optimally. A leading framework has been

provided by Calvo (1983) and used e.g. by Woodford (1996), Yun (1996), Goodfriend

and King (1997), Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (1999) and Gali (2003). Walsh (2003) as

well as Woodford (2003) provide excellent, extensive and comprehensive overviews

about the sticky price literature respectively the resulting New Keynesian Phillips

curve. However, common to this literature is that aggregate inflation in the standard

Calvo sticky price model does not react with delay and gradually in response to a

monetary policy shock. Empirical studies, see e.g. Gali and Gertler (1999) and Gali,

Gertler, and Lopez-Salido (2005), suggest that lagged inflation is an important deter-

minant for the New Keynesian Phillips curve. In order to account for this, Christiano,

Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) employ dynamic inflation indexation as a modifica-

tion to the standard Calvo sticky price approach. Non-optimizing firms apply a rule

of thumb by updating last period’s price with yesterday’s inflation rate. There are, of

course, alternative approaches to indexation in the literature. Yun (1996) assumes in-

dexation to steady state inflation. Although this leads to a vertical long-run Phillips

curve the dynamics are still entirely forward looking and hence inflation behaves not

inertial. Smets and Wouters (2003) and Giannoni and Woodford (2003) assume par-

tial dynamic inflation indexation, i.e. firms update prices only with a fraction of past

inflation. Interestingly, Smets and Wouters (2003) report evidence for partial infla-

tion indexation in European data while Giannoni and Woodford (2003) find evidence

for full inflation indexation in US data and thereby confirm Christiano, Eichenbaum,

and Evans (2005) choice of full dynamic inflation indexation. To that end, I am most

interested in the consequences of full dynamic inflation indexation for the dynamics
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of aggregate inflation. Therefore, my results can be interpreted as representing an

upper bound compared to cases of partial dynamic inflation indexation.

An alternative strand of literature attempts to explain the behavior of inflation when

firms face imperfect information. Phelps (1970) suggested a parable of an economy

consisting of many islands that coexist under informational isolation. He demon-

strated that in such an economy an increase in nominal expenditures through, e.g.

monetary policy, increases employment and output. In his pioneering work, Lucas

(1972, 1973) showed that the implied short-run inflation and unemployment trade-

off in the island model is consistent with rational expectations of economic agents.

In particular, in his island model, firms have imperfect information about aggregate

variables and must solve a signal-extraction problem. As a result, imperfect informa-

tion has the potential to result in short-run monetary non-neutralities, e.g. leading to

short-run output fluctuations. In other words, the island model generates a short-run

Phillips curve trade-off despite the presence of rational expectations. In spite of this

success, it turns out that the island model cannot replicate the observed persistence

of output and inflation fluctuations in the data. Generating persistence in rational ex-

pectations models has become a central issue in the recent macroeconomic literature

as we will see now.

Sims (2003) explores the implications of rational inattention in an economy. He finds,

that if agents face a finite information processing capacity then they may rationally

decide to observe available information imperfectly. He concludes, that rational inat-

tention might be an important ingredient for models that attempt to account for

observed macroeconomic behavior. Woodford (2002) employs the idea of rational

inattention in a model in which firms observe the state of aggregate demand with

an idiosyncratic error. He shows that the presence of this idiosyncratic “noisy in-

formation channel” leads to persistent effects of inflation and output in response to

aggregate nominal disturbances. In a recent paper, Sims (2006) surveys the existing

literature on rational inattention. Within this literature, Moscarini (2004) as well as

Mackowiak and Wiederholt (2006) analyze the effects of rational inattention for the
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pricing behavior of firms. These authors find that firms may decide to observe avail-

able information imperfectly due to limited information flow capacity and hence,

nominal shocks have persistent effects on aggregate inflation and output.

Mankiw and Reis (2002) also assume that firms face costs of acquiring, absorbing and

processing information. However, in contrast to the rational inattention literature,

they assume that firms receive information updates exogenously and infrequently.

In other words, firms have an unlimited information processing capacity at times

when they receive information updates and a zero information processing capacity

otherwise. Thus, if no new information arrives, firms must use old information and

are completely inattentive. This price setting behavior of sticky information firms

is equivalent to write an entire plan of prices which in turn is similar to pricing

policies described in Fischer (1977), Cespedes, Kumhof, and Parrado (2003), Benassy

(2003) and Devereux and Yetman (2003). Interestingly, although their story is differ-

ent, Benassy (2003) and Devereux and Yetman (2003) arrive at equilibrium equations

that are very similar to Mankiw and Reis (2002). However, in both cases, aggregate

demand is also static and independent of the nominal interest rate. By contrast,

this paper incorporates sticky information in a DSGE framework that features the

so called dynamic “New IS” equation and a real money demand equation that de-

pends on the nominal interest rate, see Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (1999), Gali (2003)

or Woodford (2003).

However, Mankiw and Reis (2002) show that their so-called sticky information model

performs better than the frequently used Calvo sticky price model in explaining three

conventional facts: i) inflation reacts gradually and with delay after a monetary pol-

icy shock, ii) announced disinflations are contractionary and iii) inflation accelerates

with vigorous economic activity. In a recent paper, Reis (2006) shows that the so

called sticky information Phillips curve in Mankiw and Reis (2002) can be micro-

founded in an environment in which firms face fixed and finite costs of acquiring

information and thereby moving sticky information as proposed by Mankiw and

Reis (2002) closer to the rational inattention literature.
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Dupor and Tsuruga (2005) compare the effects of random duration information up-

dating à la Calvo with a fixed duration information updating interval à la Taylor in

an otherwise similar partial equilibrium model setup to Mankiw and Reis (2002).

They find that inflation is less inertial and exhibits a rather odd looking hump-shape

in response to a monetary policy shock when firms update their information at in-

frequent but fixed intervals. Collard and Dellas (2006) can be interpreted as an ex-

tension of the work by Dupor and Tsuruga (2005). These authors incorporate sticky

information with fixed duration information update intervals à la Taylor in a DSGE

framework. Furthermore, the authors analyze the predictions of their DSGE model

when sticky prices à la Taylor are assumed instead. Interestingly, and in contrast

to Dupor and Tsuruga (2005), Collard and Dellas (2006) find that inflation peaks on

impact after a money growth shock in the sticky information model. Moreover, the

authors obtain the same qualitative result when sticky prices à la Taylor are assumed.

The reason for these results are that Collard and Dellas (2006) set up a DSGE model

in which pricing decisions of firms are not strategic complements but strategic sub-

stitutes instead. In other words, in this case, after e.g. a monetary policy shock,

newly informed firms adjust their prices to a larger extend than they would do in

a perfectly informed environment. They do so, in order to compensate for those

firms who keep setting prices based on outdated information. Hence, due to miss-

ing strategic complementarities of firms pricing decisions, inflation peaks on impact

- regardless whether sticky information or sticky prices à la Taylor are assumed.

Recently, Keen (2005) incorporates sticky information with the original Mankiw and

Reis (2002) information updates à la Calvo in an alternative DSGE framework com-

pared to the one used this paper. Interestingly, Keen (2005) reports that sticky infor-

mation generates a maximum inflation response at most one quarter after a money

growth shock and on impact after a nominal interest rate shock. Similar to Col-

lard and Dellas (2006), the DSGE model in Keen (2005) generates pricing decisions

of firms that are strategic substitutes which produce the early peaks of inflation.

However, Woodford (2003) reviews and discusses the existing literature at length

and concludes that firms pricing decisions ought to be modeled as strategic comple-
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ments rather than strategic substitutes in order to allow for potential inflation inertia.

Therefore, I employ a commonly used DSGE framework which is closely related to

the one developed in Woodford (2003). This DSGE framework allows for sufficient

strategic complementarities in firms pricing decisions. I believe that this is an inter-

esting DSGE framework since it represents a standard small-scale workhorse DSGE

model for the analysis of e.g. monetary policy.

Moreover, Andres, Lopez-Salido, and Nelson (2005) analyze sticky price and sticky

information models with respect to the natural rate hypothesis. Their main empir-

ical result indicates that the estimated output gaps of the sticky price model with

dynamic indexation and the sticky information model are very similar but different

from standard output gap measures.

Mankiw and Reis (2003) examine the consequences of sticky information for wage

setters in a partial equilibrium model. The authors find that disinflations and produc-

tivity slowdowns cause employment to fall below the level that would prevail under

full information. Based on the predictions of the model, they argue that policies such

as nominal income or nominal wage targeting lead to more stable employment than

targeting prices of goods and services.

Recently, Mankiw and Reis (2006a) set up a macroeconomic general equilibrium

model in which prices, wages and consumption are assumed to be set by using

old and outdated information. Mankiw and Reis (2006a) show that this model of

pervasive information stickiness is able to explain three facts about short-run eco-

nomic fluctuations jointly: the acceleration phenomenon, real wage smoothness and

the gradual response of real variables. Thus, adding sticky information to other

markets seems to be important to explain further facts jointly. In a very recent pa-

per, Mankiw and Reis (2006b) develop a medium-scale general equilibrium model

with sticky information in price, wage and consumption choices in order to explain

five key macroeconomic time series jointly. The authors propose a solution method

which allows to estimate sticky information models with e.g. Bayesian model es-
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timation methods. Their estimation results indicate that information rigidities are

present for firms and especially important for workers and consumers in order to

explain the five macroeconomic time series jointly.

Reis (2004) shows that a gradual and delayed response of consumption to news can

be obtained in an environment in which households face costs of acquiring, absorb-

ing and processing information. Coibion (2006a) integrates sticky information for

consumers in a DSGE model and finds that this yields a more gradual and delayed

adjustment of output which in turn amplifies inflation inertia. Moreover, he argues

that the ability of sticky information to deliver inflation inertia depends on the un-

derlying parameters of the model. Further, for sticky information firms, Coibion

(2006a) reports that Taylor rules make inflation inertia less likely than money growth

rules for random information rigidity durations. Interestingly, in the case that infor-

mation rigidity has a fixed duration, the choice of the monetary policy rule appears

to be of minor importance. However, these issues are beyond the scope of this paper.

Instead, we employ the original Mankiw and Reis (2002) specification of random in-

formation rigidity duration and monetary policy that follows a money growth rule.

Moreover, I examine how sticky information performs in general equilibrium and,

more importantly, in comparison to Calvo sticky prices with dynamic inflation in-

dexation. In addition, I am not only interested in the relative performance of the

models with respect to inflation inertia but focus also on Mankiw and Reis (2002)

other two measuring devices: announced and credible disinflations and the acceler-

ation phenomenon.

Recently, a growing body of work attempts to assess the empirical support for the

sticky information Phillips curve. Mankiw and Reis (2006a,b), Mankiw, Reis, and

Wolfers (2004), Kahn and Zhu (2006), Caroll (2003) and Dovern, Doekpe, Fritsche,

and Slacalek (2006) find empirical support for the sticky information Phillips curve.

By contrast, Coibion (2006b) largely rejects its existence. Recently, and partly mo-

tivated by my work, further work attempts to examine the relative performance of

sticky information versus sticky prices from an empirical point of view. Authors such
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as Korenok (2004), Kiley (2005), Dupor, Kitamura, and Tsuruga (2006), Laforte (2005)

and Paustian and Pytlarczyk (2006) claim that sticky prices with dynamic inflation

indexation perform empirically better than sticky information. Further, Coibion and

Gorodnichenko (2006) report that the fraction of standard Calvo sticky price firms is

three times as large as the fractions of sticky information or sticky price firms with

dynamic inflation indexation. In contrast to these studies, Andres, Lopez-Salido, and

Nelson (2005) report that a sticky information model yields a higher likelihood than

a sticky price model with dynamic inflation indexation. Finally, the empirical results

of Korenok and Swanson (2006) suggest that sticky information and sticky prices

with dynamic inflation indexation perform equally well for reasonable degrees of

information and price stickiness. Hence, their empirical study can be interpreted as

delivering empirical evidence for the theoretical predictions of this paper.

However, it seems that the empirical literature has not yet agreed on whether sticky

information matters at all or whether sticky information is outperformed by sticky

prices with dynamic inflation indexation. This is an ongoing, lively and interesting

debate. Given the variety of conflicting empirical evidence it seems that the results

depend on the particular empirical approaches or model specifications. In particular,

important issues in the work cited above are whether to test sticky information using

aggregate or disaggregate data and even more importantly, how to proxy for infla-

tion expectations of economic agents. Furthermore, the particular choice whether

to use e.g. reduced form GMM estimation, minimum distance estimation or struc-

tural model estimations using Bayesian methods as provided e.g. by Julliard (2006)

(DYNARE) appears to matter for the results. Moreover, model features such as the

number of relevant lags of the sticky information Phillips curve, the inclusion of

sticky information in other markets, the use of small-scale or medium-scale models

with further nominal and real frictions have an impact on the empirical performance

of the respective models. These issues together with the variety of conflicting em-

pirical evidence leads me to conclude that the literature is not yet mature enough

to conclude whether sticky prices outperform sticky information from an empirical

point of view. An own explicit empirical assessment of my theoretical conclusions
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would require me to address these issues thoroughly and would certainly justify a

separate piece of research. This, however, is is beyond the scope this paper.

Instead, this paper is designed as a first step from a theoretical point of view to

examine the consequences of sticky information in a small-scale general equilibrium

model which I then contrast with sticky prices with dynamic inflation indexation as

in Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005). More importantly and in line with

Mankiw and Reis (2002), I explore the qualitative ability of the models to generate the

three conventional effects. Put differently, the conventional effects itself are of rather

qualitative nature and this paper is designed to analyze the models ability to reflect

them qualitatively. In terms of the parameters chosen in this paper, I rely on standard

values that are used in the literature. In addition, I pursue a sensitivity analysis to

evaluate the robustness of the qualitative predictions of the sticky information model

as well as the sticky price with and without dynamic inflation indexation models.

To sum up, the present paper contributes to the existing literature as follows. I show

that sticky information as in Mankiw and Reis (2002) as well as sticky prices with

dynamic indexation as in Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) are both able

to replicate the conventional wisdom with respect to inflation inertia, announced

disinflations and the acceleration phenomenon in a DSGE model. I arrive at this

conclusion by comparing the respective models in a parameterized standard small-

scale DSGE framework similar to Woodford (2003).

5 Conclusion
Mankiw and Reis (2002) have proposed sticky information as an alternative to Calvo

sticky prices in order to model the conventional view that i) inflation reacts with

delay and gradually to a monetary policy shock, ii) announced and credible disinfla-

tions are contractionary and iii) inflation accelerates with vigorous economic activity.

I use a fully-fledged DSGE model with sticky information and compare the results
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to those when Calvo sticky prices with and without dynamic inflation indexation are

assumed instead.

Regarding the sticky information model my results confirm the finding by

Mankiw and Reis (2002): all three effects listed above can be replicated in my baseline

DSGE model as well. A sensitivity analysis reveals that this result is robust with re-

spect to parameter variations. However, general equilibrium features such as forward

looking households and interest elastic money demand are nevertheless important.

In particular, I find that e.g. inflation and the output gap in the sticky information

model react already in the announcement periods to an announced disinflation due

to consumption smoothing households and interest elastic money demand in gen-

eral equilibrium. Further, I show that a Calvo sticky price model without dynamic

inflation indexation can already match the conventional view that announced and

credible disinflations are contractionary due to the existence of interest elastic money

demand in general equilibrium in my baseline DSGE model. This result appears to

be robust within my DSGE framework. Finally, I allow for dynamic inflation indexa-

tion in the Calvo sticky price model and show that in my baseline DSGE framework

this works just as well as sticky information in delivering all three effects. Again, my

result appears to be robust to variations in key structural parameters of the model.

I conclude that sticky information as in Mankiw and Reis (2002) as well as sticky

prices with dynamic inflation indexation as in Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans

(2005) are perfectly capable of replicating the conventional wisdom with respect to

inflation inertia, announced disinflations and the acceleration phenomenon in the

DSGE model used in this paper. However, the source of e.g. inflation inertia in both

models is different. In the sticky information model, inflation inertia arise due to

slow information diffusion. In the sticky price model with dynamic inflation index-

ation, inflation inertia is hard-wired by assuming that non-optimizing firms index

prices to past inflation. Hence, these firms use a very limited outdated information

set. From that perspective, one might want to view information stickiness as provid-

ing a micro foundation for the particular choice of dynamic inflation indexation in
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Calvo sticky price models. Although both models perform equally well with respect

to my measures, I believe that sticky information might be better suited to explain

the underlying micro behavior of price setting firms.
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Table 1: Baseline Parameterization of the DSGE Model

Variable Value Description
β 0.99 Subjective discount factor
σ 2 Relative risk aversion
φ 1.5 Inverse Frisch elasticity
ν 2 Elasticity of real money balances
α 2

3 Labor share
λi 0.75 Price stickiness resp. information rigidity
θ

θ−1 1.2 Steady state markup of 20 percent
sc 0.7 Consumption to output ratio in steady state
Π̄ 1 Steady state gross inflation

ρz, σz 0.95, 0.71 Technology shock
ρξ , σξ 0.50, 0.80 Money growth shock
ρg, σg 0.95, 0.60 Government expenditures shock

Table 2: Sensitivity Analysis: The Peak of Inflation

θ φ σ = ν α
baseline 10 7.88 6.7 0.47 1.0 0.5 1.0

sticky information 7 8 8 8 5 5 3 5
λi = 0.75 sticky prices (index) 5 6 5 6 4 4 3 4

sticky prices 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
sticky information 5 6 5 6 3 3 2 4

λi = 0.66 sticky prices (index) 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 3
sticky prices 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
sticky information 2 3 3 3 2 2 1 2

λi = 0.50 sticky prices (index) 2 3 2 3 2 2 1 2
sticky prices 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Notes: Quarter at which inflation achieves the peak after a money growth shock for alternative
parameter choices. The baseline parameters correspond to my baseline parameterization i.e. θ = 6,
φ = 1.5, σ = ν = 2, α = 2/3.
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Table 3: Acceleration Phenomenon: Models vs. Data

Corr(ŷt,π̂t+2 − π̂t−2)

all shocks mon.
shock

gov.
shock

tech.
shock

sticky information (DSGE) 0.55 0.60 0.31 0.61

sticky prices (Index), (DSGE) 0.66 0.72 0.51 0.65

sticky prices (DSGE) 0.05 -0.002 -0.13 0.56

sticky information (Mankiw-Reis) 0.43 − − −

sticky prices (Mankiw-Reis) -0.13 − − −

data 0.41

Notes: Acceleration phenomenon: correlation of output with the annual change of inflation.
I use logged and hp-filtered quarterly US CPI (all items) and real GDP data. I obtain hp-
filtered crosscorrelation figures by averaging the results for 250 simulations for each model with
a simulation length equal to US data.
The source of uncertainty in the Mankiw and Reis (2002) model is an exogenous money supply
shock. However, in their model this shock can also be interpreted as a shock to nominal income so
that I report their results here at the column “all shocks”.
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Figure 1: Illustrating the Solution Method
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Notes: Impulse responses of inflation to a money growth shock for a stepwise inclusion of lagged
expectations in the Sticky Information Phillips curve. The first plot in the top row shows the
response of inflation if the model uses π̂t = 1−λ1

λ1
ζ x̂t + (1− λ1)Et−1[π̂t + ζ4x̂t]. The next plot

depicts the response of inflation if the model uses π̂t = 1−λ1
λ1

ζ x̂t + (1− λ1)Et−1[π̂t + ζ4x̂t] + (1−
λ1)λ1Et−2[π̂t + ζ4x̂t] etc. The x-axis plots years, the y-axis plots percent deviations from steady
state.
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Figure 2: Impulse Responses to a 1% Shock in Money Growth
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Figure 3: Sensitivity: Inflation Responses to a 1% Shock in Money Growth
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Notes: Sensitivity of inflation after a money growth shock. Each impulse response is generated
after parameters have been drawn from the following uniform distributions: θ ∼ U[6, 10], φ ∼
U[0.47, 6.7], σ = ν ∼ U[0.5, 2], α ∼ U[0.66, 1], λi ∼ U[0.5, 0.75]. Total number of drawn
parameter sets: 5340. The white lines show the baseline impulse responses of my model. In order
to facilitate comparison with respect to the peak of inflation, I normalize all impulse responses
such that the initial inflation response is equal to one, i.e. π̂0 = 1.
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Figure 4: Impulse Responses to a 1% Shock in Technology
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Figure 5: Impulse Responses to a 1% Shock in Government Expenditures
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Figure 6: Impulse Responses to a Credibly Announced Disinflation
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Notes: Impulse responses of model variables to a credible announcement at t = 0 that money
growth will fall temporarily from period t = 2 onwards.
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Figure 7: Crosscorrelation of Variables (t + j) with Output (t)
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Notes: Frequency domain techniques are used to obtain crosscorrelations for the model variables.
I use quarterly hp-filtered US time series from 1960:1 to 2001:4 (all in logs). Inflation is the
quarterly change in the CPI (all items). The nominal interest rate is a three month government
bond yield. I use a manufacturing employment index for hours worked. Output is real GDP and
real marginal cost are CPI deflated unit labor cost.
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A Appendix

A.1 The DSGE Framework

I obtain the following set of log-linearized equilibrium conditions. Hat variables

denote percentage deviations of variables from steady state. The consumer Euler

equation can be manipulated to obtain an intertemporal “New IS” curve,

x̂t = Et[x̂t+1]−
sc

σ

[
R̂t − Et[π̂t+1]− r̂r f

t

]
(21)

where Et[π̂t+1] is the expected gross inflation rate, x̂t denotes the output gap, de-

fined as the difference between the distorted and the flexible price - full information

output, R̂t is the nominal interest rate, r̂r f
t denotes the flexible price - full information

real interest rate and sc is the steady state consumption to output ratio.

Using the optimality conditions of the household, real money demand, m̂t, in this

economy can be derived as a function of the output gap, exogenous disturbances for

technology, ẑt, and government expenditures, ĝt, and the nominal interest rate,

m̂t =
σ

scν
x̂t +

σ

scνϕ
ẑt − γg ĝt −

1
ν(R̄− 1)

R̂t (22)

where ϕ = ω+σs−1
c

1+ω , ω = φ
α + 1

α − 1 and γg = σ(1−sc)
scν

(
1− σs−1

c
ω+σs−1

c

)
. Expressing nominal

money supply in real terms, real money supply in my economy is given as

m̂t = m̂t−1 − π̂t + ξ̂t (23)

where ξ̂t denotes money growth. Solving for the flexible price - full information

allocations of the economy yields the flexible price - full information real interest

rate which can be expressed as

ˆrrt
f = µrg ĝt + µrz ẑt (24)

with µrg = σ(ρg−1)
sc

(
σ(1−sc)
scω+σ + sc − 1

)
and µrz = σ(1+ω)(ρz−1)

scω+σ .
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Finally, I collect the log-linearized exogenous stochastic processes for technology,

ẑt = ρz ẑt−1 + εz,t, for money growth, ξ̂t = ρξ ξ̂t−1 + εξ,t and for government expendi-

tures, ĝt = ρg ĝt−1 + εg,t.

A.2 A 2-Year Announced Disinflation

In order to model a 2-year (8 quarters) announced disinflation we proceed as fol-

lows. I replace money growth ξ̂t in the real money supply equation (23) in the

log-linearized system of equations by the auxiliary variable ξ̂a8
t . Moreover, I make

no more use of the exogenous money growth process in the system of equations. In-

stead, I add the following auxiliary variables to my system of equilibrium equations:

ξ̂a8
t = ξ̂a7

t−1 (25)

ξ̂a7
t = ξ̂a6

t−1 (26)

...

ξ̂a1
t = ξ̂a0

t−1 (27)

ξ̂a0
t = ρξ ξ̂a0

t−1 + εξ,t. (28)

This structure implies that an innovation in say ξ̂a0
t in period t = 0 is fully observed

by the households, sticky price firms and sticky information firms that just had an

information update. However, it takes 2 years (8 quarters) until ξ̂a8 changes in the real

money demand equation in the system of equations. Thus, the innovation in ξ̂a0
t in

period t = 0 can be interpreted as an announcement that 2 years later money growth

will be changed. Again, I use Uhlig (1999) and my solution procedure described in

section 2.7 to solve for the recursive equilibrium law of motion.
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